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一、字彙選擇題：( 20 題，每題 2.5 分，共 50 分) 

(  C  )  1. I usually exercise at the ________.  

           (A) zoo           (B) restaurant     (C) gym         (D) library  

(  B  )  2. Nowadays many people like to _____ the net to spend their free time. 

           (A) play      (B) surf        (C) look          (D) click 

(  D  )  3. Some plants in the forest are ______ and may cause death. 

   (A) pleasant      (B) pressed         (C) planned       (D) poisonous 

(  C  )  4. I would like to have some _______ after the big meal. 

           (A) diplomas      (B) sources        (C) desserts        (D) uniforms 

(  B  )  5. I would like to know the ______ why you are late for school. 

           (A) society        (B) reason        (C) present        (D) advise 

(  B  )  6.Annie’s father is a famous         at a five-star restaurant.  He can prepare a variety of delicious meals. 

   (A) cooker      (B) cook          (C) diner        (D) dinner 

(  C  )  7.One should be          for what he or she does. 

           (A) flexible      (B) challengeable   (C) responsible     (D) capable 

(  C  )  8. After Mandy’s sister died, she became the legal _______ for her sister’s son.  

   (A) salesperson     (B) researcher     (C) guardian       (D) housekeeper  

(  B  )  9.The comic books are bad for students because the pictures are ________. 

           (A) helpful        (B) bloody       (C) educational     (D) environmental 

(  C  ) 10.It’s ________ that everyone feels nervous before taking the entrance exam. 

           (A) funny         (B) unusual      (C) normal         (D) strange 

(  A  ) 11. Math is the most difficult _______ for him. 

           (A) subject    (B) mail         (C) roof       (D) gate 

(  C  ) 12. Your plan sounds perfect in _______, but it may not work in practice. 

      (A) original      (B) definition    (C) theory        (D) lexicon 

(  A  ) 13. The library gives a great _______ of books and magazines. 

      (A) variety       (B) blank       (C) excuse      (D) crew 

(  D  ) 14. The old temple has become a must-see tourist _______ in the small town. 

      (A) guide        (B) souvenir      (C) museum      (D) attraction 

(  C  ) 15. You must pay attention to the traffic _______ when you drive on the street. 

          (A) crashes       (B) miracles    (C) signs       (D) secrets 

(  A  ) 16. My parents will eat out to _______ their wedding anniversary. 

      (A) celebrate     (B) conclude     (C) cultivate    (D) calculate 

(  D  ) 17. Patience _______ an important role in your career life. 

      (A) cheats       (B) enjoys    (C) ignores       (D) plays 

(  C  ) 18. With a big supermarket in his_______, it is very convenient for him to go shopping. 

      (A) exhibition      (B) message      (C) neighborhood  (D) prayer 

(  D  ) 19. Anytime when I get in trouble, he always helps me out. I really _______ it. 

      (A) accomplish     (B) associate      (C) achieve        (D) appreciate 
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(  A  ) 20. I _______ to finish my project on time by working day and night at my office.   

      (A) managed       (B) grabbed      (C) booked     (D) elected 

 
二、綜合測驗題：( 20 題，每題 2.5 分，共 50 分) 

(  B  )  1.They _____ each other since they were students. 

          (A) knew         (B) have known     (C) are knowing     (D) had known 

(  C  )  2. Water is so important that nobody can live       it. 

  (A) without     (B) on             (C) with         (D) at 

(  A  )  3. I cannot eat seafood, and _______ can my brothers and sisters.  

  (A) neither       (B) either          (C) so             (D) too 

(  D  )  4.If it        tomorrow, we will not go picnicking. 

          (A) rained        (B) has rained (C) will rain         (D) rains 

(  A  )  5.We are surprised to hear George _____ “I love you” to Mary in the Central Park.  

          (A) says          (B) said     (C) saying          (D) to say  

(  B  )  6.The problem is        even Helen’s professor cannot solve it.  

          (A) too easy to that   (B) so difficult that   (C) so crisp that    (D) so wonderful that 

(  D  )  7.David ________ three hours ________ homework last night.  

          (A) took; to do     (B) spent; did       (C) took; doing     (D) spent; doing  

(  D  )  8.The ________ exercise you do, the stronger you will be.  

   (A) many          (B) much          (C) very           (D) more 

(  B  )  9. It is unusual _________ a typhoon strikes Taiwan in winter.  

   (A) which         (B) that            (C) who           (D) what 

(  C  ) 10. _________ many ways to solve the problem. 

  (A) There is       (B) There has       (C) There are       (D) Have 

(  B  ) 11. He _______ for New York until yesterday.  

      (A) left     (B) didn't leave     (C) is leaving    (D) won't leave 

(  D  ) 12. To be able to interact _______ others well means you can make more friends. 

      (A) at       (B) as       (C) to       (D) with 

(  B  ) 13. A polar bear is _______ bigger than a Taiwanese black bear.  

      (A) very     (B) much     (C) a lot of      (D) quite 

(  C  ) 14. Lisa went home and found that she _______ her purse on the bus. 

          (A) left      (B) has left     (C) had left        (D) leaves 

(  D  ) 15. I find Jason rude, and this is _______ I don't like him. 

          (A) that     (B) what     (C) how      (D) why 

(  C  ) 16. _______ the street, Amy went to the post office.  

          (A) Crossed    (B) After crossed  (C) Crossing  (D) Crosses  

(  B  ) 17. Both of the girls are very young. One is twelve years old, and _______ is only ten. 

          (A) another one   (B) the other    (C) another       (D) other one 

(  D  ) 18. Here _______ some of my grandfather’s pictures.  

          (A) is     (B) have      (C) was    (D) are  

(  B  ) 19. Although the weather was bad, _______ we still went on a picnic as planned. 

          (A) but        (B) x      (C) and        (D) or 

(  A  ) 20. Mr. Jim's son ran away from home, _______ made him worried. 

          (A) which     (B) when     (C) where     (D) who 
 


